University Curriculum Committee
Agenda
March 11, 2016
9:00 – 11:00 am 67 Bascom Hall

Members Present: Brighouse, Brown, Court, DeBailie, Howard, Ingham, Kapust, Moser, Smith, Thompson, Wiegmann

Members Absent: Green

I. Consent item – Minutes of the February 26, 2016 meeting

II. Introduction of new members

III. Presentation from Farm & Industry Short Course (FISC) – Jessie Potterton, Director
In the near future FISC will be submitting a number of course proposals a part of a larger project to reintegrate the long-standing FISC program into campus procedures and to formalize its status as a 131 non-pooled program. CALS has already received permission to create a FISC subject listing, and is now in the process of putting FISC courses through the campus approval process. Some of the proposals will be for courses numbered less than 100 (not college level) and as such are different from what the UCC typically sees. Prior to reviewing the proposals the committee has the opportunity to learn more about the FISC program.

IV. Course proposal review
A. Consent Agenda

Course Change Proposals

Biological Sciences
1. Medical Genetics 646 Cancer Genetics
   Type: Change title, description, prerequisites
   Grad Attribute: N/A

2. Population Health Sciences 781 Introduction to Public Health Seminar
   Type: Change title, description, prerequisite
   Grad Attribute: Y

3. Population Health Sciences 788 The Public Health Field Experience
   Type: Change description
   Grad Attribute: N/A

A. Review Agenda
Deferred from previous meeting
4. Engr Professional Development 712  Ethics for Professionals
   Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
   Reviewer: Howard

5. French (French And Italian) 618  Career Strategies for the French-Speaking World
   Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: Y
   Reviewer: Wiegmann

6. Kinesiology 690  Internship in Kinesiology
   Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: Y
   Reviewer: Howard

New Proposals
7. African Languages & Literature 704  Topics in African Cultural Studies Pedagogy
   Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
   Reviewer: Brighouse

8. Engr Professional Development 701  Writing for Professionals
   Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
   Reviewer: Brighouse

9. Engr Professional Development 784  Project Management Essentials
   Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
   Reviewer: Wiegmann

10. French (French And Italian) 616  Social Responsibility in Contemporary French-Language Professional Writing
    Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: Y
    Reviewer: Smith

11. Journ And Mass Communication 463  Digital Media Strategies
    Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: Y
    Reviewer: Kapust

    Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: Y
    Reviewer: Kapust

13. Journ And Mass Communication 813  Practicum in Communication Research
    Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
    Reviewer: Smith

14. Library & Information Studies 500  Code and Power
    Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: Y
    Reviewer: Moser

15. Medical History and Bioethics 231  Introduction to Social Medicine
    Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
Reviewer: Moser

16. Philosophy 701  Reading Seminar
Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
Reviewer: Brown

17. Physics 716  Statistical Mechanics II
Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N/A
Reviewer: Brown

18. Spanish (Spanish And Portug) 472  Hispanic Screen Studies
Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: N
Reviewer: Ingham

19. Theatre and Drama 364  Makeup for the Theatre
Type: New Course       Grad Attribute: Y
Reviewer: Ingham

IV. Discussion - Non-classroom based courses and the credit hour

Guest: Wayne P. Pferdehirt

IV. New Business